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Zi Ning said these words, her heart is also slightly shocked. 

 

She did not understand why she was willing to give ye Chen this opportunity. 

 

After all, what she sealed in her body was related to the lifeblood of xuanyuezong. 

 

Even, from a certain point of view, her behavior is a betrayal of xuanyuezong. 

 

But do not know why, her heart seems to have a voice in let her promise Ye Chen. 

 

This period of time, she is to understand Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is mysterious, but certainly not that kind of villain. 

 

Even, ye Chen's heart is full of righteousness. 

 

All kinds of details make her curious about this little younger martial brother from a low level. 

 

"Will you?" 

 

The Ye Chen before Zi Ning meets has no response at all, the graceful voice rings out again. 

 

And this moment, ye Chen seems to be hit by happiness dizzy! 

 



How could he not! 

 

Being brought here by the eternal holy king is for one of the reincarnation steles! 

 

Of course, zining didn't completely promise to give it to herself! But this is at least an opportunity! 

 

Had known that it was so simple, he took the initiative to speak at the beginning! 

 

"Elder martial sister, I will!" 

 

Ye Chen suppresses the excitement in the heart and opens a way. 

 

"Good." 

 

Zining deeply looked at Ye Chen and stepped out. The light sexy Chinese clothes danced slightly, 

revealing the snow-white neck and the visible clavicle. 

 

The whole body was shining, and it fell like snow. 

 

The next second, her finger pinches Jue, that whole body light burst out! 

 

It's like a huge barrier covering the whole house! 

 

"It's too important. I have to cover everything." 

 

"What's more, heaven knows it, earth knows it, you know it, I know it. There can't be another person 

who knows, understand? " 

 

Zi Ning's serious voice rings out. 



 

"Elder martial sister, don't worry!" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

After saying that, he also put his spiritual consciousness out to the extreme. 

 

Zining nodded with satisfaction, and then took out a gold jade card. 

 

A drop of blood essence. 

 

Blood essence fell on the jade card. 

 

And then! 

 

The whole room is full of colorful light! 

 

The jade plate is suspended on the top of Zi Ning's head, and countless ancient Sanskrit are surging! 

 

Sanskrit is like a sword, tearing a special space in front of Zi Ning's body! 

 

Ye Chen knows, that is the seal in zining's body! 

 

As soon as the space opened and the seal came out, the wind swept through the whole room! 

 

All the furniture around is smashed! 

 

And ye Chen is also not good, the violent air wave directly shakes back his body, even, a mouthful of 

blood spurts out! 

 

This power is beyond everything! Even xianzun can't bear it! 



 

What's more, ye Chen! 

 

Zi Ning looks pale and looks at the injured Ye Chen, caring: "are you sure you want to see that thing?" 

 

"This seal was planted by my teacher's own hands. It contains the strong's prestige and terror. It is hard 

for the general state of creation to bear it. What's more, your cultivation in Hunyuan state is a layer of 

heaven." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a congealed, difficult stand straight body, wipe off the blood stains on the corner of 

the mouth, step by step toward the purple coagulation: "I can." 

 

Simple three words, contains Ye Chen's determination. 

 

Then, every step closer, ye Chen is found that the seal's pressure is more terrible! 

 

In other words, the seal does not recognize Ye Chen at all! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen is a mouthful of blood spit out, pale to the extreme! 

 

Zining was slightly stunned. She was afraid of Ye Chen's accident. She said in a good heart: "Ye Chen, 

that's it. The seal is too strong, and does not recognize anyone. If you approach me again, you will die!" 

 

Words have not finished, the violent force suddenly erupted, ye Chen's body like a broken kite flew out! 

 

Then, heavy hit on the wall! 

 

A great noise rang through! 



 

The purple star, the ground is full of blood. 

 

"Don't close it, elder martial sister." 

 

"I can." 

 

Ye Chen's voice rings again. 

 

He knew that if he could not solve the small seal, he would wake up to what reincarnation blood vessel! 

 

It is not worthy to have reincarnation xuanbei! 

 

This is not only the test zining gave him! 

 

It's the test of reincarnation xuanbei to him! 

 

Zining see ye Chen's appearance, slightly moved, she wants to say what, but still did not say. 

 

The next second, her pupils dilate! 

 

Because she found Ye Chen moved! 

 

At this moment, the whole body of Ye Chen is full of evil Qi! 

 

Eyes are covered with cold evil Qi! 

 

"Demon people?"Zining is slightly shocked. After all, the demons are not popular in Lingwu land. 

 



Xuanyuezong will not accommodate a demon. 

 

If ye Chen is really a demon, she may give up the move. 

 

Chen ye may even solve it. 

 

When zining plans to close the seal, ye Chen's body flushes out a very thick blood gas! 

 

Zining is not too unexpected, after all, anyone in Lingwu mainland who wants to live to the end must 

have a lot of lives on his hands. 

 

Just, Zi Ning still slightly frowns. 

 

Because she found Ye Chen's blood gas is too thick. 

 

How many people were killed? 

 

She was even a little curious about what ye Chen had experienced over the years. 

 

In her panic, ye Chen's body rushed out of a giant tiger virtual shadow! Covered with golden light! 

 

Giant tiger virtual shadow is suspended on Ye Chen's body, as if to help Ye Chen resist the seal's power! 

 

"Ancient fierce beast! This kid refined the blood essence of the ancient fierce beast? How can it be! " 

 

Zining this moment is not calm! 

 

The ancient fierce beasts have almost disappeared in the world. 

 



Although every 100 years, some rumors come from the top auctions in Lingwu mainland. 

 

But this kind of auction, only big people can participate! 

 

There is no qualification for the cultivation of nature realm! 

 

But how could this kid from the low martial world have it? 

 

Moreover, there is no such small place as Kunlun Xu! 

 

Is it because of Ye Chen's blood? 

 

Demon people? 

 

Zining stares at Ye Chen, and finds Ye Chen is approaching. 

 

Stubborn as a cow. 

 

"It seems that this guy really cares about what's sealed inside me." Zi Ning murmured. 

 

Her words are still declining, suddenly, it is a dragon chant resounding! 

 

And then! 

 

Zining saw this life can not forget the picture! 

 

A blood dragon virtual shadow unexpectedly from ye Chen's body drill out! 

 

The blood dragon is so huge that it will explode the whole house! 



 

The cold longan seems to ignore the mortals! 

 

Zi Ning felt that she had an impulse to kneel down! 

 

What is the origin of the blood dragon! 

 

How can it appear in a low martial world boy? 

 

The dragon, one man, one tiger, three figures, make the whole world quiet! 

 

The endless pressure suddenly dissipated. 

 

I don't know how long after, everything is calm. 

 

Zining's ear suddenly sounded a magnetic voice: "elder martial sister, I'm here." 

 

Purple coagulation a Zheng, this just found that ye Chen unexpectedly broke the seal of the pressure, 

came to her body. 

 

Ye Chen actually did it! 

 

Even the seal admits it? 

 

How could it be! 
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The distance between them even made her feel the breath of Ye Chen. 

 

Zi Ning's face was slightly red, and there was no unnecessary nonsense. She pinched the formula with 

her fingers, and a huge sarcophagus appeared slowly at the seal of her body! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Finally, the sarcophagus hit the ground heavily! 

 

Zining stepped back and threw the key of Ye Chen to him: "here you are. Since the seal admits you, you 

can open it yourself." 

 

"Actually, I'm also curious about what's inside." 

 

"It's a stone tablet of reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen takes the key, and his body trembles slightly. He stares at the ancient Sanskrit on the 

sarcophagus and knows that this moment is extremely important. 

 

He even felt his blood boil. 

 

This is the connection between blood and reincarnation xuanbei! 

 

Once he gets ten reincarnation steles, his reincarnation blood will be fully awakened! 

 

When the time comes, no one is qualified to shake him! 

 

Lingyun xianzun, blood spirit family, soul hall, what are these! 

 

Ye chensong opened his hand, and the key flew out, and then fell steadily on a gap in the sarcophagus. 



 

"Click." 

 

Everything coincides! 

 

The ancient Sanskrit of the sarcophagus is flowing! 

 

The whole world is like day! 

 

Ye Chen even felt the black stone in his pocket to rush out! 

 

He's suppressing it! 

 

After all, this is his biggest secret! 

 

Although Zi Ning is not a bad person, but also can't know this secret! 

 

Seconds of waiting! 

 

The lid of the sarcophagus suddenly opened, and a colorful light came out from it. 

 

Only this colorful light actually let Ye Chen and Zi Ning realize at the same time what! 

 

"What a rich Aura! Almost hundreds of times more than the spirit of Lingwu 

 

Even, zining has a sense of breakthrough. 

 

…… 

 



At the same time, the vast land of Lingwu. 

 

Ten immortals, scattered everywhere, hiding in the deepest practice of the old man suddenly opened his 

eyes. 

 

They have been closed for a hundred years. 

 

This is the first time to open it! 

 

Their eyes are full of surprise! 

 

"What! The stone tablet of reincarnation has come out again! " 

 

"Does anyone want to wake up to the legend of reincarnation?" 

 

"Reincarnation xuanbei reappears in the human world, is that ancient legend really to be realized?" 

 

Ten people no longer talk nonsense, take out their magic weapon one after another, even force out a 

drop of blood essence! 

 

Trying to check the whereabouts of the xuanbei of reincarnation! 

 

Any one of these ten people who stomp on their feet may lead to the Lingwu earthquake! 

 

At the same time, an old man was drinking on the top of the mountain. 

 

He had a wine gourd in his hand, his face was reddish, and he was still singing. 

 

He qisatuo! 



 

If ye Chen is here, he will surely recognize the old man! 

 

The eternal king! 

 

Suddenly, yonglao, who drinks wine, realizes something. His eyes shrink and fiercely puts down the wine 

pot. 

 

If the liquor spills out, if it's normal, I'll never forget it. 

 

But now, his eyes are very serious. 

 

"The boy actually came into contact with the first reincarnation xuanbei." 

 

"Much faster than I thought it would be!" 

 

"If I wait for him to refine thoroughly, I should tell him about it." 

 

"As for now, I'll help you wipe your ass!" 

 

"Those who are in the eyes of the eternal king, those old people who are in a half empty state also want 

to break through! Ridiculous 

 

With that, yonglao's five fingers were grasping at the sky, and his palm was shining like a star! 

 

After that, the things in his hand turned into stars and covered him in front of him. 

 

It also forms a huge luminous chessboard. 

 



"A little mountain, breaking the will of heaven, eternal chess game, I will forever! Open it 

 

The words fall, that distant land of ten fairyland old people together spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

Pale to the extreme! 

 

Even, their eyes have a deep fear! 

 

"Someone closed everything just now! What is that man's cultivation! Is this a warning? " 

 

Ten people did not dare to think about it, so they took a pill and began to heal! 

 

As for the whereabouts of the xuanbei of reincarnation, they dare not check it again! 

 

No matter how precious that thing is, it can't compare with your own life! 

 

What's more, awakening reincarnation is extremely difficult! 

 

How about getting the reincarnation xuanbei! 

 

…… 

 

The picture turns and the sarcophagus cover of Ye Chen's room has been completely opened. 

 

A breath of vicissitudes of life came. 

 

Inside the sarcophagus lies a stone tablet.Purple Ning beautiful eyes swept one eye, is to feel a stream 

of breathing is not smooth, she quickly take back her eyes. 

 



She glimpsed a few words. 

 

It is the stone tablet of reincarnation in Ye Chen's mouth! 

 

In addition, there is a simple text in the middle of the stone tablet. 

 

It seems to be the word "beginning" in ancient times. 

 

It's very mysterious. 

 

It's a pity that she can't see it much because of its terrible pressure. 

 

Suddenly, she thought of something and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

However, he was surprised to find that ye Chen was staring at the reincarnation stele in the 

sarcophagus. 

 

Not affected at all! 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

"Does it really belong to Ye Chen?" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's heart set off all kinds of waves! 

 

Reincarnation xuanbei, he finally arrived! 

 

He even felt his blood boiling! 

 



And there was a voice reminding him to refine immediately! 

 

But ye Chen has no impulse. After all, it belongs to xuanyuezong. 

 

He promised to take a look at zining's seal. As for the specific ownership, he had to wait until 

xuanyuezong, which was decided by zining's master. 

 

Ye Chen also found that this reincarnation xuanbei is actually the same as the hundred stone tablets in 

the samsara tombstone. 

 

Tyranny is terrible! 

 

However, because of the existence of black stone, he was not affected at all. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen stretched out his hand and slowly approached. 

 

The finger touched the silent reincarnation stele. 

 

Zi Ning wanted to stop it, but she didn't do it. 

 

She felt a special solemnity in Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

At the moment of Ye Chen's finger touching the reincarnation xuanbei! 

 

In the samsara cemetery, a tombstone is radiant! 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised! 

 

He is so familiar with this feeling! 



 

There's another big power to move! 

 

Xiaoyao Shenjun and the other two great powers, though powerful, came from the ancient Kunlun Xu. 

 

Strength is limited in Lingwu mainland. 

 

Moreover, the power of the three has been used by themselves! 

 

I'm afraid it will soon dissipate. 

 

He needs a new talent! 

 

But now, he never thought, touched this reincarnation xuanbei, unexpectedly awakened a great power! 

 

But he didn't go immediately. 

 

"What do you want it for?" Zi Ning suddenly opens her mouth. 

 

Ye Chen took back his hand. His eyes were calm as water. He replied, "elder martial sister, every martial 

artist has his own secret, doesn't he?" 

 

Zining was stunned, snorted coldly and waved her hand. 

 

The sarcophagus closed and sealed into her body again. 

 

"What secrets can you have as a child, but at present, it seems that the stone tablet of reincarnation is 

really useful to you." 

 



"However, if you want to reincarnate xuanbei, I will ask my master." 

 

"Have a rest early. I'll take you to xuanyuezong tomorrow!" 

 

Finish saying, purple Ning leaves a fragrance, twist round thing, left Ye Chen's room. 
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Only Ye Chen was left in the room. 

 

Ye Chen does not talk nonsense, directly to the reincarnation cemetery that can be moved in front of 

the tombstone. 

 

Xiaoyao God Jun, kill God Jun, nine dance God Jun has been waiting there. 

 

"This tombstone seems to be a little unusual. If there is no accident, this person is stronger than the ice 

sword immortal statue." Xiaoyao God King Road. 

 

Nine dance God Jun Mei Mou blink, urgent way: "Ye Chen, or you now lead to have a look, satisfy our 

curiosity." 

 

"It's almost time for me to dissipate, and I don't want to have regrets." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and touched the tombstone with five fingers. 

 

One second. 

 

Two seconds. 

 



…… 

 

Ten seconds. 

 

There was no movement. 

 

The atmosphere was extremely embarrassing. 

 

Ye Chen brow slightly a frown: "what is this ghost?" 

 

Words just fell, a very terrible force suddenly surged! 

 

Ye Chen, the whole person was blown out! 

 

Hit the ground heavily! 

 

It's splashing dust! 

 

And, a clear voice from the tombstone! 

 

"Don't disturb my rest!" 

 

The tombstone is silent. 

 

Ye Chen gets up, this just suddenly. 

 

Some tombstones can be moved, but different tombstones represent different powers. 

 

This great power should be a master of temper. 



 

Not necessarily willing to help yourself right away. 

 

What's more, what makes Ye Chen strange is that he is not old enough to listen to the voice? 

 

Or do you practice some skills and change your voice intentionally? 

 

Xiaoyao God Jun came over, patted Ye Chen on the shoulder and comforted him: "it seems that the 

existence in the tombstone is not easy to get along with." 

 

"Or he is testing you." 

 

"Just wait. He won't stay in it for long. He'll come out soon." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and took a deep look at the tombstone and left the samsara cemetery. 

 

…… 

 

The next day, zining with Ye Chen and others came to a huge square. 

 

In the square, there are three extremely large boats and three gates that can let the boats pass through. 

 

Ye Chen is to discover, experienced the thing of last night, purple Ning looks at his eyes all strange a few 

minutes. 

 

Ten minutes later, ye Chen and others boarded the boat, and the gate opened slowly. Behind the door, 

there was a space tunnel with a deep purple light band flowing! 

 

Ye Chen was the first time to take a space cruise. He stood on the deck and gazed at the deep space 

tunnel. He couldn't help thinking about his experience of passing through the immortal passage. 



 

He swallowed his saliva and asked zining beside him: "elder martial sister, in this space tunnel, can we 

be affected by the turbulence of time and space?" 

 

Zi Ning was impatient and said, "how could there be such an accident? Although it may happen, the 

probability is extremely low. It was tens of thousands of years ago that turbulence occurred in the space 

tunnel last time. 

 

Besides, do you know how expensive a ride is? The boat is equipped with complete protective measures. 

Even if there is turbulence in time and space, it will not happen. " 

 

Ye Chen looks at zining for a moment. She doesn't know how this charming and attractive young woman 

is so angry today. Is it a relative? 

 

At this time, a loud voice on the boat said, "the boat is about to set sail. Please enter your own 

compartment." 

 

Zining said: "well, the private room is in the inner part of the flying boat. Let's also go down. The private 

room on the boat is a room for one person. However, long Xuan and ye Chen, I have something to tell 

you. Come to my room." 

 

Long Xuan and ye Chen look at each other with a look of curiosity. They follow zining to the private 

room. 

 

With the launch of the boat, zining said: "now, it's time to talk to you about some things after joining 

xuanyuezong." 

 

"You know, Shenglong Dabi?" 

 

"Shenglong Dabi?" Ye Chen and long Xuan both shook their heads. 

 

Zining said: "first of all, I want to tell you that although xuanyuezong is the first-class force in Lingwu 

mainland, the real genius in xuanyuezong may not be in our xuanyue sect." 



 

"Why is this?" asked long Xuan 

 

"Because -" zining's beautiful eyes reveal a trace of memory, "there is a sacred fire Academy in Lingwu 

mainland, where is really suitable for the growth of talents." 

 

Speaking of this, Zi Ning said with a smile: "once, I also studied in Shenhuo college." 

 

Ye Chen was slightly shocked when he heard the speech. Is this Shenhuo academy better than the 

elder's or even the elder's disciples in the first-class sect? 

 

"You must be thinking, is this Shenhuo academy better than the disciples of the elders in the sect? 

 

I can tell you for sure that even a first-class sect like xuanyuezong can not be compared with Shenhuo 

college in terms of cultivation resources. 

 

However, the Shenhuo college has stipulated that each student should study in the college for at most 

three years in his or her lifetime, and after three years, he or she will return to his or her power. ""The 

most important thing is that in Lingwu land, few people know about Shenhuo academy!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't understand: "shouldn't such a holy land of practice be famous all over the world? Why do 

so few people know? " 

 

"Because the students who join Shenhuo college are the ultimate talents of Lingwu continent and the 

pillar of Lingwu continent in the future. If there are too many people who know about it, it's hard to 

guarantee that they won't be watched by those who want to." 

 

Ye Chen nodded his head and said, "it's true. However, what's the relationship between this and the 

Shenglong Dabi?" 

 

Zining said: "Shenhuo college is not so easy to join, even if it is a peerless genius, it is also very difficult to 

join it, and shenglongdabi is for Shenhuo college to select excellent students." 



 

"First of all, only the disciples of great power or those recommended by some old monsters can be 

qualified to participate in the contest. 

 

That is to say, only the first-class, second-class and third-class disciples are qualified to participate. 

 

Moreover, even the most top-ranking forces in Lingwu mainland, the number of such forces is very few, 

and only five recommended places can be allocated to such forces. Xuanyuezong belongs to the middle 

level among the first-class forces, so we can get three places, two second-class forces, and the top group 

of third-class forces can get one quota. " 

 

"Then -" Zi Ning's eyes fixed, "the disciples recommended by each clan or family must be the secret 

disciples in the clan or the core inheritors in the big family." 

 

"What are the secret disciples? What's the difference between them and the elder's disciples? " Ye Chen 

asked. 

 

Although he was not interested in these things, after all, he went to xuanyuezong and would leave 

xuanyuezong if he got the answer from master zining. 

 

This thing has nothing to do with him. Even, he will only have a name in xuanyuezong. 

 

He is used to being alone, but he won't stay in any family. 

 

Since Wu Wu is in the mainland, he has to know nothing bad about it. 

 

"You are now the inner disciples of xuanyue sect." Zining said: "in xuanyue sect, if the inner disciples 

want to join the elder or the supreme elder, they must pass the examination and become the disciples 

of zhenzhuan. The zhenzhuan disciples are also the best ones in the sect." 
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"So -" long Xuan said, "after we formally join xuanyuezong, we still need to pass the examination before 

we can become the elder's disciple?" 

 

"Yes, even if you are my favorite genius, you can't be an exception. Otherwise, you won't be able to 

convince the public. Moreover, there is not much time left for you." 

 

Zining then said: "the so-called secret disciple is a disciple cultivated secretly by a sect. It is also a disciple 

that the sect really devotes all its cultivation and places high hopes on. Generally speaking, the secret 

disciples are selected from the true disciples, often from the sect of the Supreme Master." 

 

Ye Chen said: "elder martial sister, you were also a secret disciple of xuanyue sect?" 

 

Zi Ning said with a proud smile, "that's not bullshit! I was a goddess in the eyes of xuanyuezong's 

disciples! There are many advantages of secret disciples. You will know when you become secret 

disciples. " 

 

"The reason why I say that you don't have much time is that this competition will be held in half a year." 

 

Long Xuan said, "what kind of comparison is this dragon climbing contest?" 

 

Zi Ning said: "in addition to the requirement of the secret disciples of the great power, the disciples who 

participate in the contest should be under the age of 25. They belong to the big forces in the Lingwu 

mainland. The competition method is very simple, that is, fighting!" 

 

"Fight?" 

 

"In Lingwu mainland, nearly 10000 people will participate in the annual immortal promotion contest. 

Don't think it is too many. These people can be said to be talents who stand out from hundreds of 

billions of people. Then, they will fight in groups. Finally, in the ten thousand people war, the talents 

among the top 49 talents will become students of Shenhuo college." 

 



When ye Chen and long Xuan heard the speech, their eyes were dignified, and the difficulty of them 

could be imagined. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen thinks of the words that Sikong Feixing said to himself. Does Sikong Feixing 

refer to this Shenglong Dabi? 

 

Looking at Ye Chen and long Xuan's dignified appearance, Zi Ning can't help but think of her then and 

says with a smile, "well, you don't have to think so far first. Now, you should pass the pass of zhenzhuan 

disciple first." 

 

"There are two ways to become disciples of zhenzhuan. One is through the selection competition within 

the clan, and the other is to complete the mission of zhenzhuan issued by the sect. After three months, 

the selection competition of the sect is too long. You can only choose the second way." 

 

Long Xuan nodded when he heard the speech, but he didn't care too much. His strength basically 

exceeded the realm of harmony. He didn't worry too much about the so-called mission of truth 

transmission. 

 

What did long Xuan think of and continued to ask, "it's nothing. How can you become a secret disciple?" 

 

Zining smiles and says: "before long, the secret place trial for selecting secret disciples will begin. You 

need to become true disciples and take part in the secret realm test in seven days!" 

 

…… 

 

Feifeng city is one of the most prosperous metropolises in Lingwu mainland. Outside feifeng City, there 

is a towering mountain standing straight into the sky, named feifeng mountain. Xuanyuezong, the 

famous Lingwu land, is located on the top of feifeng mountain. 

 

Rao is to Ye Chen's heart, see this feifengshan, also for its shock! 

 

Under the leadership of Zi Ning, ye Chen three people ride a boat to the top of the mountain where 

xuanyuezong is. 



 

If you look around, there are clouds and clouds, and there are thousands of auspicious colors. 

Everywhere are exotic flowers, rare birds, spirits and animals. Most of the disciples who come and go 

wear three colors of Taoist robes, gray, green and black. The neckline of the Taoist robe is engraved with 

the pattern of the full moon in the clouds. 

 

Zining explained as she left the boat: "the one in the grey robe is the servant disciple, the green robe is 

the outer disciple, the black robe is the inner disciple, the zhenzhuan disciple is the purple robe, and the 

secret disciple has no specific clothing." 

 

Zining took the three people to a large hall and ordered: "you three will wait here for a moment. I will 

tell the headmaster and the elders about the situation, and then ye Chen and long Xuan will follow me 

in." 

 

Then, zining looked at Ye Chen and said seriously, "as for your affairs, I will report to the master in 

person! I just don't know if my master is in seclusion 

 

After that, she asked a disciple to settle down Wu Xinger. Although Wu Xinger's clan was not in xuanyue 

sect, it was also nearby. 

 

Zining pushes open the door and enters the hall. 

 

At this time, near the main hall, two black robed disciples of xuanyuezong came. 

 

"Zhao Feng, have you heard that elder Zi seems to have come back just now." Said a tall and strong 

black faced disciple. 

 

Another pale faced inner disciple Leng Heng said: "I heard that I also brought back two garbage 

immortals. These rubbish from the low martial world deserve to join our xuanyue sect?" 

 

The black faced disciple was named Han Lingtao, and the pale faced disciple was Zhao Feng. They were 

all famous martial artists of xuanyuezong. They were great talents outside. 

 



Han Lingtao nodded his head approvingly and said, "what's more, we have suffered a lot in order to be 

promoted from an outer disciple to an inner disciple. Why can these immortals come and be equal with 

us 

 

Zhao Feng coldly said: "if I see these two wastes, I must teach them a lesson." 

 

Zhao Feng is the descendant of Zhao Ping, the elder of xuanyue clan. Zhao Ping is especially fond of him. 

Therefore, he is not afraid of zining's anger.What's more, in the examination of zhenzhuan disciples last 

year, he almost succeeded in becoming xuanyuezong's zhenzhuan disciple. As a result, at this time, an 

immortal was forced out and defeated himself in the examination, which made Zhao Feng lose touch 

with zhenzhuan disciples. From then on, Zhao Feng hated these immortals more and more. 

 

"If I see them, I will make them pay a price!" Zhao Feng roared in his heart. 

 

Soon, they passed the hall, their eyes swept to Ye Chen and long Xuan. 

 

Han Lingtao said: "looking at their clothes, they should not be my disciples of xuanyuezong, right? Are 

they the two rubbish? " 

 

Zhao Feng sneered: "go, Ling Tao, let's go and see the so-called talent and immortality." 

 

His smile was even more disdainful. Garbage is garbage, a state of harmony, and a cultivation in the 

early days of the mixed state? 

 

Zhao Xuanfeng almost didn't want to be an outlander. 

 

Zhao Feng walked towards the position of Ye Chen and became more and more angry. Why did they 

become inner disciples so easily? 

 

Zhao Feng stares at the two people's eyes and gets angry. Even if he has xuanyue, he still has to work 

hard to become an inner disciple. But what about these low-level immortals? 

 



When Han Lingtao and Zhao Feng approach each other, they can hear their voices. Long Xuan and ye 

Chen seem to be discussing artistic conception? These two wastes under the cultivation are also 

qualified to discuss artistic conception? 

 

Zhao Feng's face was more scornful. 
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"Are you the immortal who came with elder Zi?" As soon as Zhao Feng came up to them, he asked 

impolitely. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Zhao Feng and Han Lingtao's black clothes and frowned: "yes, they are the inner 

disciples of xuanyuezong? What do you call it? " 

 

He felt vaguely that the two were not here to make friends. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" After confirming the identities of Ye Chen and Zhao Feng, he immediately burst out a 

laugh and said: 

 

"Hunyuan is a layer of heaven, is this the genius among the immortals? Can I join xuanyuezong with this 

qualification? Elder Zi, what's the matter? He chose such rubbish to come to xuanyuezong. Are other 

immortals more rubbish than you? Are you not afraid to tarnish my reputation of xuanyuezong? " 

 

When long Xuan heard the words, his eyes were cold. Ye Chen was superior to him in the contest of 

ascending to immortals. Moreover, he was superior to him in killing those who were martial arts in the 

same way. Therefore, long Xuan always regarded Ye Chen as his opponent. Since he was his opponent, 

how could these scoundrels insult him? 

 

He was preparing to step forward, but was stopped by Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen's bland eyes flashed past Zhao Feng and Han Lingtao. They were about 20 years old. They were 

the cultivation of the seven layers of heaven, and their breath was surging. They were far stronger than 

the ordinary seven layer heavenly warriors. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes squint, is this the strength of the first-class force? 

 

It's really amazing that two inner disciples have such strength. 

 

However, that is xuanyuezong powerful, these two people, ye Chen has not put in the eye. 

 

Hearing Zhao Feng's sarcasm, ye Chen said faintly: "if you have any dissatisfaction, just say it in front of 

the leader. Why waste your breath here?" 

 

Long Xuan smell speech a Leng, some surprised to see ye Chen, ye Chen this is how? 

 

On the same day, he refused to give in to Huang can. He was extremely powerful, forcing Huang can to 

turn pale. Finally, he was killed by Ye Chen. The domineering momentum even made long xuandu pay 

homage to Ye Chen. 

 

But now? Ye Chen seems to have given in to these two people. Where is his arrogance? 

 

Is Ye Chen afraid? 

 

Come to this xuanyue Zong, he also began to follow the trend? 

 

After all, no matter how strong Huang can is, he is just an emissary of a small force in Shengxian Pavilion. 

If you kill him, you will kill him. However, if you offend an inner disciple of xuanyuezong, the 

consequences may be far greater than killing Huang can. 

 

Thinking of this, long Xuan looks at Ye Chen with a trace of disappointment. It turns out that ye Chen is 

also such a person. In front of powerful forces, he will bow his head and accept the insults of others. This 

kind of person is not worthy of his respect! 



 

When Zhao Feng heard Ye Chen's words, his face became more arrogant. Where could he not hear it? Ye 

Chen didn't want to argue with him. He was afraid of the rubbish in the low martial world of Hunyuan 

kingdom! 

 

"I thought you were arrogant." Zhao Feng looked at Ye Chen with scorn on his face. 

 

"I didn't expect that you are not only rubbish, but also extremely scared to death, just like those wild 

dogs who look for food in the garbage all day long and run away when they see people. 

 

I advise you to quit xuanyuezong as soon as possible. This is not your garbage dump. If there is no 

garbage for you to eat, you will starve to death. " The more weak Ye Chen is, the more he proves that he 

has no strength, and the more he wants to step on death! 

 

Long Xuan stares at Ye Chen, ye Chen, can you bear it? Don't you do it yet? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Zhao Feng indifferently, shook his head and left. 

 

He came to xuanyuezong and didn't want to have any intersection with anyone. He just wanted to 

reincarnate xuanbei. 

 

It's enough to see zining's master. 

 

As for the clown in front of him, it is not worth mentioning when compared with the xuanbei of 

reincarnation. 

 

Long Xuan's eyes that last glimmer of hope also disappeared, ye Chen unexpectedly is this kind of 

waste? 

 

I used to treat this kind of trash as my opponent? 

 



Long Xuan couldn't help but show a little self mocking smile. Ye Chen was really disappointed. At this 

time, he also lost interest in Zhao Feng and went to the opposite direction when ye Chen left. 

 

"Wait!" Zhao Feng suddenly snapped: "who allowed you to go?" 

 

At this time, he didn't mean to be restrained any more. It's OK for the guy in the realm of Taoism. He 

must trample to death thoroughly to relieve his hatred! 

 

Ye Chen walked slowly back to his body with a faint smile on his face. However, at the moment when he 

turned around, he sent out a burst of frightening evil spirit, which made long Xuan, Zhao Feng and Han 

Lingtao all feel awe in their hearts and look at Ye Chen slightly. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile, "what else can I do for you?" 

 

When Zhao Feng heard Ye Chen's polite tone, he felt relieved. Waste is waste. What kind of spray can be 

set off? 

 

It must have been an illusion just now, and I was shocked by this rubbish. 

 

"Are you laughing at your mother?" Zhao Feng shouts: "are you deaf? I told you to get the hell out of 

xuanyuezong. Don't you understand? Did I let you go? Do you dare to go? " 

 

As soon as this remark came out, long Xuan, who didn't want to pay attention to Ye Chen, would burst 

out. Such an insult even the bystander, long Xuan, was full of Qi and blood and was furious!And ye Chen, 

but still a pair of light cloud appearance, just his eyes, completely cold down. 

 

"Do you know I've put up with you three times?" Ye Chen is still smiling. 

 

"Oh?" Zhao Feng disdained: "now? You still want to hit me? Hit me? " 

 

"You Long Xuan was angry and wanted to do something. 

 



But the next moment, ye Chen blocked in front of him and said with a smile: "brother long, this kind of 

person is not worth your hand." 

 

Long Xuan finally couldn't bear to go on and roared: "Ye Chen! Do you have to bear it? What are you 

doing with me!? I'm not a coward 

 

"Not worth it?" Zhao Feng seemed to be more angry than long Xuan. Without saying a word, he directly 

punched Ye Chen and yelled, "two wastes, you go to die together!" 

 

It's a very strong punch. Zhao Feng is not a physical training, but the power of this fist has surpassed Li 

Mingren's all-out fist when he didn't break through the meaning of boxing! 

 

And he is ten years younger than Li Mingren! This is not his limit! 

 

Ye Chen's words completely stimulated him. If ye Chen had resisted at first, it would be OK. But ye Chen 

would have dared to insult himself at first? 

 

If ye Chen had been pretending to be a grandson all the time, he might have let him go with a few 

insults. Now, he has decided that ye Chen must be defeated directly! 

 

Boom! 

 

Hit it! 

 

Zhao Feng's face is beaming. This boy, it's over. 

 

But the next second, his smile froze. 

 

Because, this punch, was taken. 

 

Ye Chen, with one hand, received Zhao Feng's fist, and it seems that he is extremely relaxed! 



 

Zhao Feng jerked his hand subconsciously, but his hand seemed to be inlaid in Ye Chen's hand. He 

couldn't move, and he couldn't help changing his face. He had a bad premonition in his heart. 

Chapter 1636 

 

 

 

Just when everyone was in a daze, ye Chen said with a smile: "since this kind of scum is coming at me, I'd 

better clean it myself. Brother long, continue our topic. However, seeing everything is better than seeing 

it. That's what I mean!" 

 

When ye Chen finished, his face suddenly turned cold. He stared at Zhao Feng fiercely. He raised his 

hand and made a fist. A fierce beast like a wolf roared out and hit Zhao Feng in an instant. 

 

Boom! 

 

With a loud noise, the earth vibrated. When ye Chen was fighting the entry-exit tiger and wolf boxing, 

Zhao Feng's body suddenly leaped a heavy yellow light. His breath was extremely strong, and it was 

actually a magic weapon to protect his body! 

 

Automatic protection of the main function! 

 

However, even so, he was beaten by Ye Chen's fist, which made Zhao Feng's whole person fly backward 

like a shell and hit the stone wall in the distance! 

 

The stone wall of xuanyuezong was made of excellent material and was extremely hard, but there was 

also a crack. 

 

More terrifying is, ye Chen hand, holding a broken hand, still dripping blood of the broken hand! 

 

How strong! 

 



Han Lingtao swallowed a mouthful of saliva, looking at Ye Chen, his eyes have been shaken. 

 

Long Xuan is also the face is startled, ye Chen hands!? He did it? Didn't he have a good time? And when 

did ye Chen learn boxing? Didn't he use a knife? 

 

But soon, he laughed, because no matter why Ye Chen didn't break out just now, he knew that ye Chen 

did not change, or that arrogant Ye Chen, or the opponent worthy of his respect! 

 

The rest, it doesn't matter! 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at the broken hand in his hand, which is still dripping blood. Just now, he held Zhao 

Feng's hand when he gave a fist, but he broke it. 

 

Ye Chen walked to Zhao Feng with a smile, holding his broken hand. As he walked, he said: 

 

"the reason why I tolerate you is that I promised not to make trouble in xuanyuezong..." 

 

He looked at Zhao Feng, who was struggling to get up under the yellow light, and gradually showed a 

trace of killing in his smile. 

 

"I've put up with you three times, but you've got to push your feet. Then, it doesn't make any sense to 

bear it any longer." 

 

When ye Chen had just made a move, there was a stout middle-aged woman in the hall of xuanyuezong 

and said, "someone hurt feng'er!" 

 

Said, will rush out of the hall, but, was blocked. 

 

By a soft figure. 

 

Zining also felt the battle outside, she naturally knew, started, is Ye Chen! 



 

Then she can't let Zhao Ping go out. 

 

"Zi Ning!" Zhao Ping fat face a black, "why hinder me?" 

 

She is not interested in those humble immortals brought by Zi Ning! 

 

She doesn't care what zining wants to report. She just wants to see how Zhao Feng is, and who is so bold 

and dare to move her descendants! 

 

Zi Ning stopped Zhao Ping and said, "elder Zhao, it's normal that there is a little friction between the 

younger generations. We elders have always been reluctant to interfere, otherwise it is not conducive to 

the growth of students. 

 

What's more, we are still discussing the two immortals I brought to complete the task of testing 

zhenzhuan disciples. We'd better wait until the discussion is over. Don't worry, the younger generation 

still has a proper way to start. " 

 

Zhao Ping said with a sneer: "what kind of genius is just a humble person in a low martial world. Do you 

want us elders to give them special permission to test their true disciples? Just wait a few months to 

take part in the assessment! " 

 

"Oh? Is it? " Zining's face was also cold, "I don't know, how are these people in the humble and low 

martial world compare with your younger generation Zhao Feng? 

 

Zhao Feng does not have the strength to complete the test task. Are you afraid that the so-called low 

martial world people are better than your descendants? 

 

Oh, I forget, it's really better than your younger generation. Last time, Zhao Feng was defeated by an 

immortal 

 

Zhao Ping said angrily, "Zi Ning! What do you mean 



 

However, zining was not afraid at all and said in a tit for tat way: "how? Do you want to do it? I'm afraid 

you won't make it! 

 

I tell you the truth, the one outside who interrupted Zhao Feng's hand is the one I brought to the 

immortal! 

 

What's more, with his character, he would never stop so simply! " 

 

Anyway, Zhao Ping will know sooner or later. Since she wants to turn her face over, zining is not as good 

as being angry. Anyway, she won't let Zhao Ping go out. 

 

"What are you talking about?" When Zhao Ping heard this, she was surprised and angry. She was about 

to make a move when she heard a spring thunder like drink. 

 

"Enough!" Sitting on the main seat of a young man, he is xuanyuezong, cangye. 

 

Zi Ning and Zhao Ping are silent after hearing the speech. 

 

"As the elder of xuanyue clan, what is the system for you to act like this?" The dark night frowned and 

said, "return to your seat respectively, Zi Ning, you continue to say, the performance of those two 

people in the immortal contest." 

 

After hearing the speech, zining glanced at Zhao Ping, who was full of gloom, and began to narrate the 

process of becoming immortal. With her words, the elders gradually showed a color of surprise. When 

she said that ye Chen arrived at the end of Shengxian Avenue, she even showed a moving color in the 

dark night which had been keeping calm.On the other side, ye Chen every step forward, the momentum 

on a few minutes of rage, when he went to Zhao Feng, the cold killing idea enveloped everything. 

 

Zhao Feng can't get up at this time. He looks at Ye Chen with his broken hand in front of him. His face is 

full of resentment. He believes that Zhao Ping is coming. When Zhao Ping comes, she absolutely wants 

Ye Chen to die without a burial place! 

 



"What did you scold me for?" Ye Chen left Zhao Feng's broken hand and asked lightly. 

 

Zhao Feng mouth, it seems that he will continue to abuse Ye Chen, but in the moment he opened his 

mouth, ye Chen made a move! 

 

He also pointed to a knife and chopped at the Yellow mask that covered Zhao Feng. When the blade 

idea flashed, ye Chen pierced the yellow light with one hand and inserted it directly into Zhao Feng's 

body! 

 

"Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, 

ah, ah, ah Under the intense pain, Zhao Feng sent out a hoarse wail. He wanted to call Zhao Ping for 

help. However, he couldn't even speak now! 

 

Han Lingtao can't help it any more. He turns around and runs away. He is very happy now. He doesn't 

say anything to Ye Chen. This guy is a madman! 

 

Bloodthirsty and powerful lunatic! 

 

He must not be provoked, otherwise, he will die miserably! 

 

"I ask you," Ye Chen looked down at Zhao Feng, "what did you scold me just now?" 

 

At this time, Zhao Feng almost lost his mind. He pinched the formula with his fingers and wanted to do 

something! 

 

But a cold hand caught his throat! 

 

Zhao Feng panic, he is sure Ye Chen dare to kill! 

 

Dare to kill in xuanyuezong! 

 



Looking at Zhao Feng, he didn't change his face. 

 

Ye Chen sees form, showed a gentle smile, slightly released the hand. 

 

Zhao Feng breathed a sigh of relief, but at the moment when he just relaxed, Juli rushed to his body, 

click! 

 

Zhao Feng sent out a painful cry! 

 

What kind of lunatic are the immortals of this session! 

 

This boy is too cruel, there is no trace of scruples, no trace of soft hearted! 

 

"I don't want to make trouble in xuanyuezong. I just want to take my own things." 

 

"But you made me change my mind." 

 

Finish saying, ye Chen five fingers just want to force, but suddenly stop again! 

 

Because, he felt a breath of destroying heaven and earth! The breath made him unable to move! 
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And just then, the hall door opened. 

 

When the first rushed out, is a charming figure, she a moment, in front of Ye Chen body. 

 

It's zining! 



 

"Dare you With a roar of rage, ye Chen's face changes with boundless power, which is enough to crush 

him. 

 

Zining sneers at Zhao Ping who walks out of the hall. She also bursts out a breath of surprise, which 

completely offsets Zhao Ping's breath. 

 

Zhao Ping takes a look at Zhao Feng on the ground. In this short period of time, Zhao Feng has been 

devastated into this shape. 

 

At the same time, she also secretly scolded Zhao Feng for not being a tool. She clearly gave Zhao Feng a 

magic weapon to protect his body. Even if Zhao Feng's strength was low, he could resist the full attack of 

the martial arts in the same way. 

 

However, Zhao Feng was still beaten so miserable by Ye Chen. Then, there is only one explanation. Zhao 

Feng was seriously injured by the other party when he met the enemy in the last examination. He even 

had no time to activate the magic weapon of true Qi! 

 

It can only be protected by some powerful powers of the magic weapon itself. After being seriously 

injured, the true Qi can not work well. It is like a lamb to be slaughtered and humiliated by others. 

 

However, Zhao Feng is also her younger generation. She is extremely protective. Seeing that Zhao Feng 

is hurt by Ye Chen like this, looking at Ye Chen and Zi Ning, she is desperate to fight with zining! 

 

However, she did not do so after all, because cangye was behind her. As the leader of xuanyuezong, 

cangye would never tolerate such a thing. 

 

At this time, because of the obstruction of Zi Ning, she can only frighten Ye Chen with pressure, and at 

the same time, she shouts: "evil barrier! You are just a beginner. How dare you do this to your fellow 

martial brothers? Do you still pay attention to the school? 

 

What's the use of being so vicious and highly qualified? Maybe when you are strong, the whole 

xuanyuezong will be slaughtered by you! " 



 

With that, she glanced at the night and saw that the night was not happy, and her heart was slightly 

happy. 

 

Dark night brows slightly frown at Ye Chen and Zhao Feng. Ye Chen is really cruel. Even if there is 

conflict, he shouldn't hurt his classmates like this. He always attaches great importance to the friendship 

of his classmates. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't speak, but tries to turn his true Qi far away. His whole body is golden and generous. He 

exudes the breath of fierce beast. A giant tiger's virtual shadow roars on his head. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen, from time to time, flashed out a knife awn and a virtual shadow that looked 

like a tiger and wolf beast! 

 

Then, in full view of the public, his feet fell to Zhao Feng inch by inch! 

 

When they saw this, they were all slightly surprised. This ye Chen, facing the pressure of elder Zhao, 

even forced to start? 

 

You know, the elders of xuanyuezong are all half step cultivation in the realm of creation at least! 

 

Although Zhao Ping's breath is completely blocked by zining, it is difficult to offset the invisible power. 

Just by virtue of the invisible power, it is enough to suppress the ordinary martial arts in the Hedao 

realm! 

 

Take a look at that Zhao Feng, although Zhao Ping's breath is directed at Ye Chen, but send out that silk 

of prestige, already pressed Zhao Feng can't move. 

 

However, ye Chen, a man of Hunyuan state and a level of martial arts, can still act under such 

circumstances. This qualification is really evil enough! Is this talent? 

 

"Stop it now!" Zhao Ping is anxious. She didn't expect that ye Chen could move? Can only cry: "he is your 

brother, do you have a little humanity?" 



 

One side of the dark night frowned, release pressure, want to stop Ye Chen, cangye strength terror, he 

released breath, even ye Chen will be completely suppressed. 

 

However, ye Chen completely ignored! 

 

He turned his head hard, staring at Zhao Ping's eyes and said, "excuse me, if a person treats you as a 

dog, will you treat him as a fellow? At least, I won't, so... " 

 

Ye Chen's whole body suddenly burst into a burst of strong evil Qi and blood gas, which is obviously due 

to the fact that he is operating under the pressure limit. However, with the breath exploding, ye Chen's 

feet suddenly accelerate, penetrating the yellow light curtain and falling back on Liu Feng again. 

 

Blood mist, ring ye Chen hoarse low voice: "he, not my fellow." 

 

"No Zhao Ping exclaimed miserably. She knew that once Zhao Feng was injured, even if his body could 

recover, Zhao Feng's mood would almost collapse, which would have a tremendous impact on his later 

practice. 

 

In her eyes, she screams at Ye Chen like a poisonous snake, and she is going to do everything. 

 

However, the dark night was in front of her. 

 

"I've done it, and he has been punished." 

 

"That's it." 

 

Zhao Ping and cangye looked at each other for a long time, but finally she lowered her eyes and waved 

her hand. She took Zhao Feng's broken body into her palm and took him away. 

 

All dissipated, ye Chen's face was extremely pale. At the same time Zhao Ping left, he could not hold on 

any longer, fell down and fell into a soft embrace. 



 

After all, the threat of the night is fatal. 

 

Ye Chen knows that Zhao Feng is a threat. No matter what, he must solve it. 

 

Similarly, the cost of doing things under pressure is huge.And this pressure is not only from Zhao Ping, 

but also from cangye, the leader of xuanyuezong. 

 

In front of the leader, the cost is huge! 

 

Ye Chen took a look at zining and reluctantly said with a smile: "by the way, elder martial sister, your 

master there..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, he closed his eyes and completely lost his consciousness. 

 

Purple Ning beautiful eyes gaze at this stubborn youth, but shake her head. 

 

This guy is at this time, he still cares about the xuanbei of reincarnation. 

 

Is this reincarnation xuanbei really so important? 

 

But this matter, he can only discuss with the master, as for the night, absolutely not. 

 

The influence of xuanyuezong is complex, and the power holders on the surface can not know. 

 

"Hum! Arrogant boy! As soon as I come, I will give xuanyuezong a strong hand. I want to see what he can 

bring for xuanyuezong! You take him to heal 

 

When the night was over, he disappeared, and other elders left in succession. 

 



Purple Ning smell speech a joy, she knows, cangye said so, is not to investigate Ye Chen hands on the 

matter. 

 

…… 

 

I don't know how long it took. 

 

When ye Chen wakes up, he finds himself lying in a bed. 

 

The atmosphere around the room is much stronger than that in the western regions of Lingwu. 

 

At the moment when he opened his eyes, there was a familiar soft voice in his ear. 

 

"You are awake!" Zining's voice is full of surprise. 

 

Ye Chen looks at zining who is guarding the bedside, with a trace of warmth in his eyes. He still 

remembers the appearance of zining in front of his body at that time. 

 

"Elder martial sister, have you seen your master? Is master willing to give me the matter of 

reincarnation xuanbei? " 

 

"I will pay any price!" 

 

"Even I will guard xuanyuezong all my life." 

 

Ye Chen is very clear that the value of reincarnation xuanbei is too high, he does not want to give up 

easily. 
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But xuanyuezong, the master behind Zi Ning, would never casually give such an important thing to a 

stranger. 

 

Even if he is a disciple of xuanyuezong. 

 

Lingwu mainland, everything must be exchanged for equal value! 

 

Zining shook her head: "when you were in a coma, I went to visit the master. Unfortunately, the master 

was in seclusion. I couldn't tell you about the xuanbei of reincarnation." 

 

"However, the master still gave me a word. If you pass the examination of the secret disciple, the master 

will break through the barrier to see you." 

 

"Since this matter is very important to you, you'd better go to see the master in person. It's not right for 

me to play this middle role. " 

 

Ye Chen nods, and zining can be regarded as the end of benevolence and righteousness. 

 

It is impossible for ordinary people to let him touch the seal inside his body. 

 

But zining agreed. 

 

No matter how, he Ye Chen owes zining a love! 

 

Eternal love! 

 

No matter what danger zining has in the future, he is willing to help her once! 

 

As for this secret disciple, I don't think it's very difficult. 



 

Just pass the exam. 

 

How long have you been in a coma? Has the examination of secret disciples started? " 

 

Zi Ning sighed and said with regret: "well, you have been in a coma for eight days and just missed the 

test of the secret disciple. It seems that the xuanbei of reincarnation has no chance with you." 

 

"What?" Ye Chen hears speech tiny startle, oneself unexpectedly coma so long? 

 

Also missed the secret disciple examination? The master who wants to see xuanyuezong can only wait 

for next year? 

 

One year is nothing to some people, but ye Chen knows that for genius, the gap that can be widened by 

one year's time, different resources and cultivation environment is huge. 

 

What's more, he has a lot to do! 

 

Ji Lin and Liang XueYue are still waiting for themselves! 

 

He can't waste time in xuanyuezong any more! 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen can not help but say: "is there no other way?" 

 

He remembers zining saying that if you can get the recommendation of those old monsters, it's OK. 

 

Zining snorted coldly: "do you think those old monsters who have no power to belong to are easy to 

find? What's more, these old monsters are more and more eccentric. Why should they help you? " 

 

Ye Chen is silent, he knows, this is almost impossible. 



 

"Pooh See that arrogant leaf Chen eat shriveled appearance, purple Ning can't help but laugh out voice. 

 

Ye Chen looked at zining strangely and said, "elder martial sister, what are you laughing at?" 

 

Zining put on a pretentious face and said, "now you know what a pity? How long have I been in the hall? 

You'll make trouble for me! 

 

You are carrying the pressure of Zhao Ping and the headmaster to seriously injure Zhao Feng Why don't 

you think about the consequences! 

 

Even if I helped you resist their breath, the invisible pressure could not be stopped. Do you know how 

dangerous it was at that time 

 

Ye Chen showed a faint smile: "he said a word I can't bear, violated my bottom line, even if the supreme 

immortal comes, I must let him pay the price!" 

 

Although his tone is casual, it contains a kind of overbearing that does not allow people to doubt! 

 

Zi Ning shook her head helplessly. This guy is too crazy. There is no way to take him However, he does 

have arrogant capital. 

 

"Well, I know you're good." Zi Ning snorted, "I was just teasing you. I don't know what you made of it. I 

was so hurt that I recovered completely in three days and three nights. I was really afraid that you would 

not have time to participate in the test of secret disciples." 

 

Ye Chen said in surprise: "so, time is still too late!" 

 

Zining nodded her head and said, "well, however, you still have to complete the test task of zhenzhuan 

disciple. Although Zhao Feng wanted to die this time, in the final analysis, he is also the inner disciple of 

xuanyue sect and the direct descendant of Zhao Ping. 

 



Although the leader has not investigated you to do something to him, after all, Zhao Ping is still the elder 

of xuanyue clan and has to give her an account. Therefore, the trial task prepared for you is more 

difficult than ever before! You have to be mentally prepared! " 

 

"There are too many rules and regulations in xuanyue sect. You should adapt to them." 

 

"The reason why Master said this is to see your strength." 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath and gets up from the bed. He is not afraid of the difficulty. He has never 

encountered any difficulties in his practice so far! 

 

However, he has never been knocked down! 

 

Zining looked at Ye Chen's painful grin, some heartache way: "do you want to recuperate?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "no problem, I have recovered, and the time left is not much, by the way, how 

is apricot?" 

 

Zining glanced at Ye Chen and said, "I have sent apricot to Yunming sect, and Longxuan has already set 

out to complete the trial task. Since you are all right, please follow me to get the test task." 

 

Then he walked quickly forward.Ye Chen was stunned and had to keep up with the pace of Zi Ning, and 

said with a bitter smile in his heart: "I was not worried about my body just now. How can I walk so fast 

now? Women really change their faces faster than turning over books..." 

 

…… 

 

Soon, under the leadership of Zi Ning, ye Chen comes to the hall where a black stone tablet is placed. At 

this time, several elders and an extraordinary man gathered in the hall. It is the night of several elders 

and leaders of xuanyue sect. 

 

When ye Chen wakes up, they also have some perception. 



 

Zi Ning quietly introduced the identity of several people to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and immediately saluted several people and said, "disciple Ye Chen, I have seen all the 

elders and leaders." 

 

Several old people all look at Ye Chen with a smile on their faces. Whether it is Ye Chen's talent or the 

performance of carrying Zhao Ping's bullying that day, these elders are quite satisfied. Otherwise, they 

will not come here to wait for ye Chen. 

 

An elder with a black crown said solemnly, "Ye Chen, the conditions of this trial task are harsh. You must 

not be arrogant in the process of trial, you know? 

 

You have excellent qualifications. You must be able to become a disciple of zhenzhuan. We all think 

highly of you. However, no matter how talented you are, you also need time to grow up. Don't lose your 

life just because of your impulsiveness. It will be a great loss to you and xuanyuezong. " 

 

Ye Chen solemnly nodded his head and said, "I know." 

 

The elder nodded with satisfaction. If ye Chen had anything to worry about, it was Ye Chen's arrogance. 

They had seen too many talents with excellent qualifications, but they failed because they showed too 

much sharpness. 

 

Then, the three elders look at each other and raise their hands, and the three items fall in front of Ye 

Chen. 

 

The black crown old man said, "these are the entry gifts for you from our old fellows. Take them and 

let's go. 

 

Finish saying, do not wait for ye Chen to speak, then body shape a flash disappear. 

Chapter 1639 

 



 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised and looks at the three Guanghua suspended in front of him. One is a 

porcelain bottle. Ye Chen opens the porcelain bottle, which contains a pill with colorful luster. At the 

moment when the bottle cap is opened, a strong smell of medicine and aura fills the hall! 

 

"Natural medicine?" 

 

Rao Shi Ye Chen is also shocked. The value of an excellent pill is far more than that of weapons of the 

same rank. After all, sometimes, a high-level pill is equivalent to a life. The value of this pill is far more 

than that of many weapons! 

 

In Lingwu mainland, the grades of Dan medicine and Dan master are similar to realm! 

 

Emperor level, God level, God King level, Hunyuan level, he Dao level, nature level, star hole level and so 

on! 

 

And this pill is obviously a natural medicine! 

 

Incomparably precious! 

 

This is a healing pill, and it can also replenish the aura. As long as ye Chen still has one breath, with his 

strong physique and the cooperation of the power of pills, it is enough to restore the peak state in a 

stick of incense! 

 

Ye Chen looked at this pill and was deeply moved. At this time, he had a real sense of belonging to 

xuanyuezong! 

 

Not every sect elder can give such treasures to a new disciple! 

 

Especially now ye Chen is going to have a very dangerous trial. Those elders are obviously really 

concerned about him! 



 

Ye Chen quietly accepted, the feelings of those elders, he wrote down, will never forget! 

 

He came to xuanyue zongben just for reincarnation xuanbei. 

 

But let him never thought, he harvested a real love! 

 

As a first-class force, xuanyuezong is not the top and strongest, but it is in great contrast with the sect of 

the western regions. 

 

Looking at the whole Lingwu continent, ye Chen really cares about only two forces. 

 

One is wanjian emperor palace! The other is xuanyuezong! 

 

It's just that I don't know how the crisis of wanjiandi palace is. 

 

Of course, he wants to help, but his own strength can't help at present. 

 

After he put away the pills, he looked at the second Guanghua. Among the brilliance, there was a light 

silver inner armor with strong energy and evil spirit. It was obviously made from the scales of some 

monstrous monster. 

 

On the inner armor are two ancient gold lettered "sky scale". This day's scale armor is a holy tool for 

protecting one's body! The value is more than that healing pill! 

 

The last one is an ancient Rune named Youyun Fu. Ye Chen looks at this Rune with some doubts and 

doesn't know what effect it has. 

 

Seeing the situation, zining said with a smile: "this is a pair of flying sacred objects made by GE Chang 

himself when he was young. Don't underestimate it. Among the three gifts, the most valuable one is this 

one, especially for those who are below the realm of harmony." 



 

Ye Chen looks at the rune with a slight shock. Is its value still above the sky scale armor? 

 

Zining continued: "flying treasures are extremely rare and difficult to refine." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and was more moved by xuanyuezong 

 

seeing ye Chen accept the three gifts in the dark night, he coughed and said, "OK, ye Chen, put your 

hand on the stone tablet and accept the task of trial." 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, he puts his hand on the stone tablet, and the stone tablet suddenly 

lights up with several lines of gold characters. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the words on the stone tablet and frowns slightly. 

 

The content of the trial is actually on Zhenji island. Kill the monster on the island, the adult green eyed 

devil snake, and bring its demon pill back. 

 

The key point is that the place called Zhen class island is extremely close to the place agreed by Liang 

XueYue and Ji Lin. 

 

According to the mission introduction, Zhenji island is filled with Yin Qi and evil Qi, and it is extremely 

cold. Ordinary martial arts practitioners can hardly stay on the island for a long time. Even those with 

strong physique will be partially suppressed due to the special environment on the island. 

 

However, under the influence of Yin Qi and evil Qi, the monsters on the island will be transformed into 

ghosts or Warcraft. They have all kinds of strange supernatural powers against gods and spirits, while 

Warcraft are more fierce and bloodthirsty than ordinary ones. Although the spirits of demons affected 

by evil Qi may be reduced, their fighting instinct and fighting consciousness will be strengthened and 

become real killing machines. 

 

Of course, these Warcraft cannot be compared with the Warcraft of Lingwu land! 



 

But it can't be done by the way of harmony! 

 

Not to mention Ye Chen's Hunyuan realm! 

 

Monster is far stronger than the same level of human warriors, and Warcraft, even often for food! 

 

Its terror can be imagined. What's more, the green eyed snake has the strength of combining Taoism 

when it grows up! 

 

Although it is only around the early stage of the Hedao realm, the green eyed snake is a Warcraft! It's 

enough to fight against the human warriors at the peak of Hedao realm! 

 

This task, for ye Chen, is almost impossible to complete! 

 

Even zining's face changed slightly when she saw the task content. Looking at the dark night, she said in 

a hurry: 

 

"master! Is it too much to ask Ye Chen to carry out this task? " 

 

There are many crises on Zhenji island. Even if ye Chen has the treasures given by the elders, it is 

extremely dangerous. Does the leader really not care about the life and death of the genius who is 

destined to lead xuanyuezong to a further step?The dark night did not pay attention to zining, but 

staring at Ye Chen and saying, "Ye Chen, do you understand the task content?" 

 

Ye Chen Ning said: "I understand." 

 

"Then, are you willing to accept this trial?" 

 

"Ye Chen, give up, we can wait for master to leave the pass! This task must be the work of Zhao Ping! It's 

a tough job! " 



 

She knew that ye Chen was very powerful, and could fight against the enemy and even defeat the 

warriors in the early stage of Hedao. However, this mission was really abnormal! Even if ye Chen is such 

an evil spirit, it is a life of death! 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment, but still nodded his head and said, "I accept it." 

 

Let alone, this is the only chance to see Master zining in advance. 

 

Moreover, the time appointed by him and Ji Lin will come. 

 

It's time to see them. 

 

It may be fate. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Zining looks at Ye Chen's firm eyes and knows that his unyielding strength has come up again. This was 

originally her favorite place for ye Chen, but now she wants to kill Ye Chen because of Ye Chen's 

obstinacy. Once she accepts the task in front of the leader, she can't repent! 

 

The dark night stares at Ye Chen with a smile on his face. It's the nature of a practitioner to go forward in 

the face of difficulties and challenge the limit. Ye Chen is very good. 

 

Of course, he didn't want Ye Chen to die. Such a genius was too important for xuanyuezong. If it was a 

completely impossible task, he would not agree to take such a task as ye Chen's trial task. 

 

However, ye Chen really hurt Zhao Feng too badly this time, and also humiliated Zhao Ping and herself in 

public. If Zhao Ping is not given a satisfactory account, she may have a different heart to xuanyuezong. 

As the leader, he must try his best to avoid such a situation. 

Chapter 1640 

 



 

 

Therefore, he must choose a task that seems to be completely beyond Ye Chen's strength as a trial task. 

However, according to his observation, this task is still on the edge of Ye Chen's ability! 

 

That is to say, although extremely difficult, ye Chen has the opportunity to complete this task! 

 

"Ye Chen, swear by the way of heaven, you will complete the test with your own strength, and you shall 

not cheat!" 

 

Dark night slightly revealed a trace of breath, like a God, said to Ye Chen seriously. 

 

Under the cover of the night atmosphere, ye Chen seemed to face the way of heaven. He looked on his 

face and swore, "disciple Ye Chen, swear by the way of heaven. I will pass the trial with my own strength 

and never cheat!" 

 

At this time, the voice of the carefree God King sounded in Ye Chen's mind: "boy, under the leadership 

of your leader, this Tiandao oath is quite effective. Even if I help you, I'm afraid you may break the oath. 

This time, you can only rely on yourself." 

 

"The samsara graveyard cannot be used." 

 

Ye Chen replied in his heart, "don't worry, even if you don't have the oath of heaven, I don't want to rely 

on your strength. I feel that this task is the limit of my ability. As long as I can complete it, my real 

Hunyuan state will certainly break through!" 

 

"Even the way of God and king can be untied!" 

 

Cang night smell speech to take back breath, rare to Ye Chen show a smile way: "well, let Zi Ning send 

you to the true pole island." 

 

"Xuanyuezong just had a transmission array, which can send you over." 



 

After that, he was silent for a moment, and then he said: "don't be forced. If you can't finish the task, it's 

most important to keep your life. Although it is very important for practitioners to challenge limits and 

overcome difficulties, it would be foolish to die blindly because of this. Remember. " 

 

Ye Chen respectfully said: "I obey the instruction." 

 

The night nodded and left. 

 

Dark night left, purple Ning staring at Ye Chen, airway: "why take this task, how dangerous you don't 

know?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "elder martial sister, don't worry. I think I can finish it." 

 

Zi Ning stares at Ye Chen for a long time, then stomps her foot angrily and says, "if you die, I will never 

spare you!" 

 

Ye Chen said with a bitter smile: "dare not dare not." 

 

I don't know that she's dead. How can zining not spare herself. 

 

"This one!" Zining suddenly threw a thing to Ye Chen, "you take it." 

 

After ye Chen received it, he found that it was a transparent gauze garment. Although it did not show 

any strong breath, he was slightly shocked at the moment when ye Chen touched his hand. This gauze 

dress is even higher than the level of the body protecting magic weapon that the elder gave him! 

 

"This is..." 

 

"The treasure that covers your body and breath is named yuechensha. It is the treasure of self-defense 

given to me by my master. Your qi and blood are so strong. For Warcraft, it is the best delicacy in the 



world. Without this, I am afraid that you can't live for three seconds on Zhenji Island, and there are 

many powerful Warcraft on this island." 

 

Zining took a deep look at Ye Chen and continued: "also, I want to remind you that there are many 

treasures in your body. However, with your current cultivation, you can't give full play to the real power 

of these treasures. Don't rely too much on these foreign objects. 

 

In fact, if it is not for the sake of your strong spirit and body, the elders will not give you these treasures, 

because giving them to you may even drag you down. 

 

You can see that Zhao Feng has a protective treasure, but because his strength is too low, he can't 

stimulate the sacred weapon at any time. As a result, when he doesn't respond, he will be seriously 

injured by you. If Zhao Ping gives him a lower grade protective object, it may be able to block your 

attack instead of being so miserable. 

 

What's more, if you use this kind of thing with your cultivation, it will have a huge burden on the mind, 

the true Qi and even the physical body, and you should not use it easily. " 

 

"As long as you put on the moon dust veil, even if it's not fully stimulated, it has certain effect. You can 

just wear it directly. Since you've all taken over the task, let's hurry up and start. Remember, don't die 

for me!" 

 

Zining finish saying, will turn to go outside. 

 

Ye Chen put the moon dust yarn on the tip of his nose to smell it. 

 

It's his habit. 

 

However, this habit, is to let purple Ning face red, embarrassed and angry way: "you still have the mood 

to smell!" 

 

Ye Chen scratched his head: "just used to it." 

 



…… 

 

Led by Zi Ning, he passed through the special transmission array of xuanyuezong. 

 

Ye Chen came to a place covered by gray and black air, emitting a very cold and fierce atmosphere over 

the island. At this time, ye Chen has successfully refined several treasures. 

 

Feeling the breath of the island, even ye Chen felt a thrill and could not help looking dignified. 

 

Zining looked at Ye Chen anxiously, and said seriously: "Ye Chen, no matter what situation you 

encounter, you must give priority to saving your life, do you know? 

 

You think, you die, reincarnation xuanbei how to do? You promise me, you must take your own life first. 

" 

 

"If you really want the xuanbei of reincarnation, I will also say good words for you in front of the 

master!""What about the elder martial sister?" Ye Chen slightly show frivolous smile way. 

 

"What's wrong with me?" 

 

"I'm dead What will happen to elder martial sister? " 

 

"I..." In the face of the burning eyes of Ye Chen, the eyes of Zi Ning suddenly dodge. She doesn't know 

what's wrong with her. As a super strong man, the boy in the front of this Hunyuan state actually makes 

her heart a little confused. 

 

"Anyway, I don't want you dead, do you hear me?" 

 

Ye Chen a smile, take back eyes, solemnly way: "I promise you, I will certainly live to leave here." 

 

Zi Ning hears the speech, I don't know how, unexpectedly inexplicably at ease. 



 

"By the way, elder martial sister, is tianwu city nearby?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Zining frowned slightly: "do you plan to go around after the trial?" 

 

Ye Chen smile: "I may have some things to deal with, there are a few friends waiting for me." 

 

"Aren't you new to Lingwu? How can there be a friend of tianwu city? " 

 

Ye Chen blinked and did not speak. 

 

In the end, zining took a breath and calmed down her mood. She said, "no matter you, go to the island. 

I'm afraid you stay here again. I can't help but beat you to death." 

 

Ye Chen smiles and turns into a golden light and escapes into the island. 

 

Zining looks at Ye Chen's figure disappearing in the gray and black fog. She stops for a long time, and 

then turns to leave. She can't stay for a long time. She is afraid that she will not be able to resist staying 

for a long time. When ye Chen encounters danger, she will not be able to resist. In that case, even if ye 

Chen fails in the trial, she may be bitten by the promise of heaven. 

 

At this time, ye Chen walked solemnly in a black bush. On this island, his mind was suppressed and the 

scope of exploration was very small. 

 

Moreover, as soon as he entered the island, he felt that there was not a lack of powerful breath around 

him. There were some beasts of the mixed world and Warcraft, which were extremely powerful. 

 


